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Story

New Trouble at Space School!

• A hilarious and thrilling intergalactic school adventure

• Easy reading success

• Innovative 90:10 picture ratio

• Homework, annoying teachers and new students…just like on Earth!

• Lots of gags and messages

• Written by a teacher and bestselling author

What happens in Volume 2:

It's a big day for the space station: the first beaming is about to take place - and Ned and Anna get to be a

part of it. The Örks, the Schlingons, the Ypsilons and the Grantari are to be beamed to their

home planets – and at first everything goes smoothly. Until suddenly the connection of a processor is

cut…Was that an accident or intentional? But luckily Ned can intervene in time –  and everything goes

according to plan.

But at the big party afterwards he can't really enjoy himself. What if the power interruption was intentional?

And then Pimm makes a strange observation at night. . . and Ned’s suspicion seems to be confirmed…

Together with their alien friends, Ned and Anna find out that someone from a vicious alien species, a slime
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monster, has gained access to the beam center. He's from the forbidden planet and is apparently meant to

spy on and sabotage the beam center. Luckily Ned and Anna find out about him in time - and are able to

prevent the worst at the last minute. . .

 

Sonja Kaiblinger

Sonja Kaiblinger was born in 1985 in Krems, Austria. She worked as an ice-cream seller, copywriter, night-

watchman, airport employee and a commercial actress before she finally becoming a teacher. Her head is

full of stories, and she spends every spare moment writing them down. Sonja Kaiblinger lives in Vienna.

More titles in this series

Groona – The Last Island (Vol.

1)

Moonshine Dragon and

Monster Shock
Space School – Science of

Aliens (Vol. 1)
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